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ABSTRACT
As a small cooperative group in oncology working with many companies, each one with different size and methodologies, we have to continuously adapt our systems and, in certain circumstances, our processes, to the different company requirements.

We therefore developed a SAS® Clinical Data Review Tool in which data are periodically loaded from a number of different clinical databases and data structures. While the structure of each clinical database is tailored as much as possible to comply with the individual company standards, the ‘data-review’ tool provides standardised reports for all SENDO personnel who need to have access to the clinical data.

These standard reports range from individual patient or panel listings (data-dump) to patient profiles and ad-hoc reports for safety and efficacy data review. In addition basic statistics for both administrative data (e.g., CRFs tracking) and clinical data (e.g., adverse events) are made available.

CLIREV (CLinical data REView) is an intranet system periodically and automatically updated from which clinical study data can be easily accessed through the browser.

Future developments of CLIREV are planned to be more compliant with current CDISC terminology; moreover, although these reports are frequently and automatically updated in order to reflect the actual current database contents as much as possible, they are 'static' outputs and therefore we wish to implement some functionality for ad-hoc queries.

INTRODUCTION
During the last decade many pharmaceutical industries have been revising their clinical development processes and tools with the main aim of optimizing the clinical development phase and thereby reduce its duration and costs. One of the critical areas identified is data management and one of the solutions widely adopted consists of standardization of data collection and handling tools.

As a consequence, SENDO has been requested more and more to comply with a number of different requirements from the industries, resulting in different data collection supports (paper CRFs, remote data-entry) and different database systems and structures. The heterogeneity of the row data and the lack of user-friendly and flexible browsers have progressively become a major hindrance for SENDO personnel reviewing clinical data.

The main need expressed by these end-users was to have a quick and easy access to the clinical data, with the possibility to choose among different report formats such as full data listings, simple tables summarizing the main study data and individual patient summaries (patient profiles). More specifically, these outputs had to have standardized layouts and structures; key variables had to be copied or moved from their original place in the database and added to different sections to facilitate the detection of protocol violations and inconsistencies across visits and forms; some calculated variables (e.g., laboratory results converted into their SI units; intervals between treatment cycles) had to be included to avoid manual calculations and provide at glance fit-for-use information; some administrative data (e.g., CRFs tracking) had to be continuously available for monitoring the data collection progress.

The system developed to satisfy these needs, called CLIREV (CLinical data REView), is an intranet system periodically and automatically updated from which clinical study data can be easily accessed through the browser.

DATA ORGANISATION AT SENDO
Clinical Data at SENDO are managed with two main systems:
  - AcesWin® by Theradex (remote and central data-entry)
  - ClinTrial™ by PhaseForward (central data-entry only)

Data are managed in most cases by means of paper CRF; however for some studies (especially Phase I studies), data are directly collected in electronic format at the Investigator Site and periodically transferred to SENDO Head Quarter.

Regardless of the type of solution adopted for data collection, data are periodically extracted and loaded onto SAS, so that a sort of data-warehouse of all the studies managed at SENDO can be maintained. Following the data-load onto SAS, a set of automatic reports are generated and published onto the SENDO Intranet (figure 2 and 3).
TYPE OF REVIEW TOOL

Over the years, and as a continuous development process, SENDO has developed a number of different types of review tools (reports). These can be divided into administrative, data listings, patient profiles and special reports (all these reports are customizable through a set of SAS macro routines). In addition for each study it is possible to define specific ad-hoc reports upon the requests of the Study Team.

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS

Administrative reports are tools to review both the accuracy of the data when automatic systems are used to populate derived variables (e.g. Coding Statistics and Centralized Laboratory Conversion for hematology and chemistry) and the completeness of the information (CRF Tracking, see figure 4).

DATA-DUMP LISTINGS

These are simple listings (scratch listings) of all database contents and they report data as they are entered onto the clinical database; they are useful for a quick data view.

PATIENT PROFILES

Patient profile, also known as individual case summary or case report form tabulation, is a useful tool to review data from an individual patient/subject during a study (figure 5). They offer an opportunity to have a complete picture of the patient/subject status, so that problems can be easily addressed:

- Clinical questions such as specific adverse event preceded by warning sings in related parameters
- From the data-management point of view, rules such as “Concomitant medications used to treat adverse events should have been administered soon after onset of the event and stopped near the resolution date for
that adverse event are hard to address with programming queries since they involve complex relationships between multiple data values for each patient and are fairly open-ended without precise definitions.
Figure 6: Tumor Response Evaluation

TECHNICAL DETAILS
CLIREV has been developed using SAS/BASE®, SAS/STAT® and SAS/GRAPH® modules.
In the following sections, some of the main relevant technical aspects of CLIREV are presented.

FOLDERS AND FILES ORGANISATION
At the basis of the CLIREV, is the standardization of folders and files (also regulated by a Standard Operating Procedure). Across Companies, Compounds and Studies, a standard folders and files organization is maintained. This organization has a key-role in the automation of the entire process (see a model in figure 7).

AUTOMATIC PROCESS FOR DATA LOAD AND REPORT GENERATION
The core of CLIREV is a SAS job with a macro routine generating an infinite loop. Within the loop, SAS processes the list of active studies and checks for any available update (data extraction). Once an update is found, SAS selects the appropriate study main program (_INTRANET.SAS) and processes it.

%MACRO AUTO;
*** Infinite Loop;
%DO %WHILE(0=0);
*** Check Active Studies and Get Nr. of Studies;
%ACTIVESTU;
*** Loop through the Active Studies;
%DO STUNR=1 %TO &NSTU;
*** Get Study Info, such as data, program and output path;
<.......More Code........>
*** Check for any Specific Study Update;
%ANYUPD(STUNR=&STUNR);
*** If any update run process for selected study (&ANYUPD);
%IF &ANYUPD = YES %THEN %DO;
%INCLUDE "%PATHDATA\_prg\_INTRANET.SAS"
%END;
%END;
*** Wait for 30 seconds;
data _null_
    rc=sleep(30);
run;
%MEND AUTO;
At any time the administrator of the system and the data-manager can check the status of the job (figure 8).

_INTRANET.SAS

Once a study has been set-up (protocol, CRFs, clinical database, etc.) the definition of the SAS clinical database structure and reporting system can start. For each study a SAS main program called _INTRANET.SAS is then created, onto which the specific CLIREV steps are defined (figure 9).

Thanks to the standardization of SAS clinical database structure and the availability of a library of macro routines for standard reporting, the set-up of a study in CLIREV does not take more than a week for the implementation of the standard functionalities.
CONCLUSION
The CLIREV project started in 2003 and is continuously under development with the improvement of existing tools and the creation of new tools for better data review.

Users at SENDO (data-manager, CRA, trial manager and clinical scientist) have now a unique system to be accessed for data review regardless of the clinical database used and the specific company requirements for database design. The simplicity of its technical design (e.g. use of basics SAS modules, no specific third-party software installation required), allows an easy maintenance and update of each component.

Although CLIREV is developed following SENDO policies and within its specific contents, some of the idea and some of the technical solutions adopted, can be considered a good example for implementing a similar solution within other organizations.
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